Investigating and
prosecuting offences
on the Dark Web

The Dark Web
– a challenge for
all investigators
17 May | Rothley Court Hotel | Leicestershire

The Investigator is hosting a second workshop on the Dark
Web focussing on the investigation and prosecution of
oﬀences on this ‘secret’ area of the internet
• A Leading cyber crime solicitors who has worked on the high proﬁle Silk Road investigations joins
the expert line-up for this exclusive workshop which provides ‘not to be missed’ advice on how to
investigate and prosecute oﬀences on the Dark Web
• Tailor-made exclusively for The Investigator – the experts will provide you with all the latest best
practice, case studies, legislation and current thinking to help inform your investigations
• We’ll unveil the latest ﬁndings of exclusive research into the extent of current criminality
operating on the Dark Web compiled by cyber threat intelligence experts Intelliagg
• Our experts will also access the Dark Web and explore a number of online auction sites that are
currently oﬀering illegal goods

The Dark Web – a challenge for all investigators
The Dark Web poses a real problem for investigators as it cannot be accessed freely like the
conventional web without the use of specialised encryption software.
As a result, criminals are ﬂocking to the Dark Web to pedal their illegal activity in a range of areas
including ﬁrearms, drugs, terrorism, fake passports and luxury goods.
Our workshop will provide advice on how to investigate oﬀences on the Dark Web with the
emphasis being on ‘how to think prosecution’ from the outset of your inquiries.
The day is aimed at cyber crime and digital investigators as well as investigators working in major
crime roles as many everyday investigations now have a Dark Web element to them. Criminals who
are operating on the Dark Web are also operating on the surface web and are involved in
organised crime gangs and other serious criminality.
Booking and venue details
Venue: Rothley Court, Rothley, Westfield Lane, Rothley, Leicestershire, LE7 7LG. Accommodation is available
at the hotel for a discounted price of £74 B&B, please call the hotel on 0116 237 4141 (option 4) and quote
The Investigator. Always check on comparison websites ﬁrst as the rooms may be cheaper.
Details: Registration 9.30am, start time 10am, ﬁnish 3.15pm. Refreshments and lunch are included in the
price
Cost: £245.00 per delegate.
Booking: Please send the delegates name(s), email address and purchase order
to info@the-investigator.co.uk or telephone 0844 660 8707 for further
information.
Payment can be made by debit/credit card.

Our expert line-up of speakers include:
Gary Bradﬁeld, head of Cyber Crime at Cartwright King Solicitors
Gary is one of the UK’s most experienced solicitors in cyber crime, particularly Dark Web oﬀences and he has
worked on numerous cases including the high proﬁle Silk Road investigations.
Gary will be providing an exclusive insight into the cases he was worked on and provide expert advice on ‘how to
think prosecution’ from the outset. He will also highlight the potential pitfalls and challenges investigators might
face when investigating oﬀences on the Dark Web and provide expert advice about how to address such
challenges.
Gary is also an expert on the Computer Misuse Act as well as serious and complex fraud so will give an overview
about the current nature of cyber crime oﬀences.

Colin Tansley
Colin is a specialist online investigator with over 35 years of investigative experience. A former police oﬃcer with
an extensive background in Intelligence he retired at the rank of Detective Superintendent having served both in
West Yorkshire and Cleveland Police. After three years with the Federation Against Copyright Theft as Director of
Intelligence and Investigations he left to set up his own company.
A qualiﬁed trainer and lecturer, Colin works both in the UK and internationally to provide expert training and advice
on Dark Web and other online investigations.
He runs Intelect Solutions – a company that provide independent investigation and intelligence solutions to a range
of law enforcement and private sector organisations.

Thomas Olofson
Thomas is a Dark Web expert who has a wealth of experience in cyber crime. He works for leading cyber threat
intelligence experts Intelliagg.
He is the author of ‘Shining a Light on the Dark Web’ one of the ﬁrst studies of criminality on the Dark Web. He is
currently working on a follow-up study to assess how criminality on the Dark Web is evolving and growing. He will
release the ﬁndings of his follow-up research exclusively to delegates at the work.
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